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Bitgert (BRISE) is not only the fastest-growing cryptocurrency, but also the cryptocurrency with the
most searches in the world in 2022. This is from the Google search trend, even the largest
cryptocurrency. But Bitgert has also been surpassing some of the largest cryptocurrencies on the
market, and Shiba Inu is one of them.

Although it ranks 15th on the list of the largest cryptocurrencies in the market, Shiba Inu is being
overtaken by the unstoppable Bitgert. Have you seen the growth of the holders of these two
currencies? Bitgert is soaring, while the number of Shiba Inu holders is declining rapidly. Please
read the following.

BRC20 Blockchain
Bitgert (brise) has been growing since the introduction of tokens. In the eight months since the
project entered the industry, it is one of the fastest growing projects in the cryptocurrency market.
The team launched a number of products and projects, making it super attractive. Bitgert BRC20
blockchain is one of the revolutionary products, which still causes ripples in the industry.

Bitgert is surpassing Shiba Inu and many other cryptocurrencies because of its impressive
development and growth. BRC20 blockchain is a product that makes Bitgert leave many other
projects behind. The Bitgert team is also bringing so many projects to the chain.

In fact, more than thousands of projects will appear on the Bitgert chain in a year. These are
developments that attract cryptocurrency investors, users and developers more than Chivas, and so
is Bitgert.
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Shiba Inu
Shiba Inu has been surpassed by Bitgert in terms of growth and development, and its market value
may be surpassed soon. One of the main problems affecting Shiba is the lack of practicability. Since
the project started as a memory coin and was basically based on speculation, it lacks a project that
can maintain its competitiveness (). This is different from Bitgert, which is building a payment
system. After the memory currency began to die out, the lack of products made Shiba Inu have
nothing to adhere to.

This is why the price is falling, the number of holders is also decreasing, and the market value of
Shiba Inu is also decreasing. In order for Shiba Inu to compete with Bitgert and others, the team
needs to first strive to develop its products to make the project obtain much-needed utility.


